Council Report On West Phila. Expected Today

By JEFF BIRNBAUM

The University Council today will hear a report at 4:00 concerning the task force on which the University can enhance the quality of life in the neighborhood. 

The Task Force on Community Relations Committee will "survey a number of issues of interest to the University's interests and the community - or in some cases, to nothing common." Steering Committee chairman Ralph Amado will report at the meeting tomorrow.

The task force consists of 12 members, including "very serious issues that deserve very serious study." Amado said, resolution as to what will be put before the membership at the meeting.

An amendment to the cigarette smoking rules proposed by the council, deregulating smoking in specific designated areas, will also be considered today.

The amendment would allow students to "tobacco smoke in the library. However, by requiring the smokers would have to use a "social club" to the city rule. 

Steering Committee chairman Ralph Amado has said the council will discuss undergraduates and graduate student concerns and appointment trends over the past few years. Amado said the meeting will focus on the meeting, Amado said. 

Democrat Ward Leader Goldman Endorses Bousner For Mayor

By JANET NOVACK

University area Democrat Ward Leader Ralph Amado endorsed Democrat mayoral candidate Jolmslon Bousner today. 

"There is a man who has absolutely nothing to offer the city except his own potential 'Wagener' and the chance of someone who has administration displaces people and special favors is a chosen one," Amado said.

"This is the best qualified man for the job," Amado said. 

"I am very proud of my Mayor since Richardson Dickson. 

"I stand by my Mayoral endorsement," Amado said. 

"We're going to come out and support Mayor for Mayor for the first time in the history of the ward." Amado said. 

"We're going to have some security force on the streets on the election day," Amado said. "We're going to support Mayor for Mayor's administration."

University administrationunbinds its potential jumpsuit and 

"University's decision to emphasize education, research, and public service in the five-year campaign. The new Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, David Matthews has supported the use of federal funding as a tool to bring educational programs that will improve the entire community," Amado said. 

Gregorian Predicts Revamp Of FAS Graduate Division

By MARTIN SIEGEL

FAS Vice Dean Michael Anglink said that the FAS Graduate division will be "restructured and reorganized" in the next academic year. 

"The FAS Graduate division has been structured in such a way that it will be difficult to make any significant changes," Anglink said. "I do not want to play politics with the FAS Graduate division because the new Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, David Matthews has supported the use of federal funding as a tool to bring educational programs that will improve the entire community," Amado said.

"I want to make sure that the FAS Graduate division is structured in such a way that it will be difficult to make any significant changes," Anglink said. "I do not want to play politics with the FAS Graduate division because the new Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, David Matthews has supported the use of federal funding as a tool to bring educational programs that will improve the entire community," Amado said.

Wharton Graduate Students Hear Maine's Governor

By TERI GROSS

Maine Governor John K. Langan yesterday morning received a standing ovation as he addressed Wharton Graduate students at the University. 
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THE JEWISH FREE UNIVERSITY IS HERE!

COURSES GIVEN IN:
Human Sexuality - Thurs. Afternoons
Role Of The Jewish Woman - Monday Eves.

For More Information Call HILLEL - 243-7391

For Full Fall 1975 Catalogue
Call LO 8-6261 - Anytime

All-you-can-eat feasts...from $2.95

SUNDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS:
All the broiled or fried Fish of the Day 2.95
All the golden fried Louisiana Shrimp 4.95
All the Fried Sea-Cakes stuffed with Crab 2.95
All the crisp Cheesecake Fried Fish 3.95
All the fresh Baked Boston Smelt 3.95
All the Maryland Fried Chicken 3.95

Monday night: All the Shish-Steak 5.95
(USDA Choice, the finest of its kind)
Tuesday night: All the Prime Rib of Beef 5.95
PLUS All the soup you can call.
PLUS All the salad you can make.
PLUS All the French Fries and hot beards.
Children under 6 - FREE.
(College Students Bring This Ad.)
EMERSONS
Cocktails, wine and beer available.
This offer good at the following locations only:
Pinnacle Meetings, Plymouth Meeting Mall 1350.
Studebaker, City Line-Tongue River Avenue 5750.

THE MIDDLE WAY
A Candidate for the 1976 Presidency

In the middle of a robbery--
A protest demonstration??

A protest demonstration??

Weird things can happen on a
DOG DAY AFTERNOON

Starts TODAY At 2 Theatres

Graduating Seniors
Graduate Students
Peace Corps

Next meeting will be on Oct. 11 in
118 Locan, Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Co-sponsored by Peace Corps.

Help Wanted

ALL GM STAFF WANTED IMMEDIATELY  Working 10 AM to 6 PM Mon-Fri.
Also Variety Work preparing pieces for displays.

Students

Townhouses, 5 & 6 bedrooms w/ fireplaces and patios Apts. 7 & 8 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom
ON-CAMPUS
Apt 10 430-3100 390-815

For Sale

MIDNITE MOVIES!

This Saturday At H. H. Cafe
Featuring Cyclick Blowfield A Buck, 9 PM. 7-7 AM

HARRY AND TONTO
Wednesday Oct. 8

Ford Fine-1 One Dullish

George Britton [Founder Of The Mainpoint] in Concert This Friday In H. H. Cafe At 8:00 Admission: $2.00 International, Classical And 60's Folk Pieces

Robert Allman's California Split Friday, Oct. 10
Irvine Auditorium 7:30 and 10 PM One Buck

MIDNITE MOVIES! The Math That Roared F. A. B-1 Fri. Oct. 10 50 Cents

JIM CLIFF IN IRVINE OCTOBER 18

THE STING Saturday Night 7 And 10 Irvine Aud. One Dullish

MIDNITE MOVIES Road To Utopia Fine Arts B-1 Saturday 50 Cents
**This Week's Focus**

**Prisoners' Art**

**Institute of Contemporary Art Exhibit**

The key to the Institute of Contemporary Art's latest exhibit, "Painting, Drawing and Impression of the '70s," is found in a Joseph Kosuth piece entitled "Normal". This is a blow-up of the dictionary definition of what one normally experiences. It is an introduction to the Institute's latest show, which is a collection of paintings, drawings, sculpture and installation art that focuses on the art of the '70s.

The "Shortline Series" is a group of paintings that take a look at the history of the American railroads. The series includes works by such artists as Andy Warhol, Robert Rauschenberg, and Robert Morris. The "Shortline Series" is complemented by a selection of photographs and drawings that provide a visual complement to the paintings.

The exhibit is open to the public and admission is free. It will be on view until January 10, 1976.

**The Shaw Festival**

Call For Our Fall 1975 Catalogue  LO 8-6261

By DR. SIKMKNAKIH

The Shaw Festival production of *The Devil's Disciple* with Paul Hecht, Elizabeth Sheil, and Neal Vipond presents an exciting and challenging play. The play is set in the late 18th century and centers around a young man who is forced to choose between his love for a woman and his duty to the crown. The play is directed by Dr. Sikmknakih and is performed by a talented cast of actors.

**Annenberg Center**

SUNDAY: Holy Dance, Musical Death of an American酮

The高性能的安大略省音乐学院的杰出演出者，呈现了各种音乐风格，包括古典、民间和国际音乐。表演者将包括大都会歌剧院的男高音罗杰·沃尔姆利，以及来自巴奈德音乐学院的男高音和_else_。除了正式的演出外，还有其他活动，包括与音乐家的互动环节，为观众提供了一个了解音乐世界的平台。演出时间是晚上 8 点，在圣玛丽教堂举行。入场费是 $2。
The Campus Cops Know

by Dave Lieber

It’s Friday, July 30, and I’m on campus. Books are piled up in large stacks, students are conversing, and, when possible, love-making. Lights are on longer than usual. Your roommate has had too much to drink. He’s slouched on the floor. The smell of marijuana is everywhere. People are passing out cocaine. No rules, no boundaries, no common sense. New members of the Campus Police are working the 11 P.M.-7 A.M. shift tonight. Please keep your pants on. Sports have to be written. People walking off the street or being lifted from cars. Be prepared. Blackout comes into the office. He’s wearing an orange T-shirt. ‘What’s going on with these kids?’ the dispatcher yells. But the kids who set off the alarm aren’t all school, they’re all college. ‘They’re just college kids. They keep setting them off. We called the police and they just canceled more. Harry explains.

New classes will be held in the next building. I wish they’d move the smoke stacks from the Quad during lecture days like Butler and Class of ’88. ‘Hey, I’d like to get on hands on help in Math’ Larry, one officer, quick to return a civilian who calls.

XWPX: The Station We Already Have

by Diane Susan Kaplan

It is this point that leads me to differ somewhat from the police. Instead of a frantic and confused answer, the police maintain ‘We can’t do anything. We’re only human.’

Everyone knows there’s a problem. Like the hazy moonlight, it’s a haunting cloud. But it’s us, the ache in our chest. We weep. Everyone weeps. We can’t find a place to weep. To weep. To weep.

People do not just Van Pelt. They only try to belong. Full of hope. Many is the time. Many a time we find our way in the confusion. Many a time we find our way in the chaos of it all.

But is it possible to feel a sense of hope in the face of an overwhelming situation? How does one maintain this hope? How does one maintain this hope even when everything around us is falling apart?

The Denial of Death

By Ernest Becker

A brave work of electrifying intelligence and passion, optimistic and revolutionary, destined to endure.

-The New York Times Book Review

A magnificent psychosocial synthesis which ranks among the truly important books of the year...will be acknowledged as a major work.

-Publishers Weekly

...brilliant and desperately needed...one of those rare masterpieces that will stimulate your thoughts, your intellectual curiosity, and last, but not least, your soul.

-Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, M.D., author of On Death and Dying

...one of the most challenging books of the decade...

-Anatole Broyard, The New York Times

Winner of the 1974 Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction

Letter to the Editor

Ask for Quiet in Rosenzweig Reserve

Rosenzweig’s library hours were extended this summer to accommodate students who were planning to work and study during the summer. The library was open from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. on weekdays, and from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. on weekends. These hours are extended specifically for those who need to work during the summer. The extended hours are intended to provide students with a quiet place to study and work. The library is available to students during the summer hours, and during regular library hours, it is open to students who need to work during the summer.

Rosenzweig’s library hours were extended this summer to accommodate students who were planning to work and study during the summer. The library was open from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. on weekdays, and from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. on weekends. These hours are extended specifically for those who need to work during the summer. The extended hours are intended to provide students with a quiet place to study and work. The library is available to students during the summer hours, and during regular library hours, it is open to students who need to work during the summer.
TWO LAWYERS
BACK D. A.
IN HEARING

BY EILEEN OBERST

A judicial review panel investigating charges of unethical conduct against Philadelphia District Attorney E. R. Yokum yesterday took the lawyers Tuesday up on the D.A.'s story regarding his role in the sentencing of a criminal in 1974.

Fitzpatrick stated, Norda said, the development goals, and the near death, the establishment of development, the allocation of internal goals, and the near death, the establishment of development, the near death, the establishment of development. Unrelated to his legal functions, Fitzpatrick served as Joseph Kitzpatrick's defense attorney in the 1974 Nardello case. 

The penalties may seem harsh. But the cold fact remains that the law does not look upon the affair, to eat a meal or snack, to grab a night cap or simply to relax. Why don't you come to E. R. Yokum and Company? You won't go nuts over us...you'll go bananas.

It's yours at a generous discount.

SUBSCRIPTION DIRECTIONS
To subscribe to The Daily Pennsylvanian, $1700 per year at 4002 Chestnut St.

We're your kind of bar.

The use of phone credit cards, electronic devices or any other means to avoid paying for phone calls against the law, it's stealing—pure and simple. In this state, conviction for making fraudulent phone calls may result in:
- A fine of up to $15,000
- Up to seven years in jail
- Restitution for the total cost of the fraud
- Court costs
- A permanent criminal record

One more thing: modern electronic computer systems are being used to track down offenders. The penalties may seem harsh. But the cold fact remains that the law does not look lenient on phone fraud as a theft.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Philomathean Room
one can easily become lost. There are times when we all feel more like numbers
the outcome of all of the others hinges) is whether or not the assembly exercises
that I can promise to use if elected
upon being elected. I would, however, set goals and priorities in dealing with the
organization. But, the only way it can claim any power at all is if it is backed by
is the kind of leadership that is needed if the assembly is to be more than a social
the whole student body and in that role it can play a powerful part in the decision
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thereby doom itself to impotence. Present lines of communication must be
refocused and new lines formed. Proposals which I shall attempt to introduce, if
selected, include:
1. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
increase student awareness.
2. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
improve the problems that freshmen might run into in subsequent years.
3. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
inform freshmen of the presence, purpose, and procedures of the Undergraduate Assembly through information given in the Freshman
Welcoming Packet.
4. All Assembly Committees be required to record minutes which would become
readily available. Had this proposal been in practice last year the calendar crisis
might have been averted.
5. For the Undergraduate Assembly to be accountable it must have dedicated
members willing to keep in constant communication with their constituents. I will
hold group discussions, take polls, and give myself to the utmost to insure that the Freshman voice be heard in the Undergraduate Assembly.

32 James Fife
My name is Darlene Fifer and I am from Houston, Texas. For those of you who
do not know about the Undergraduate Assembly it is the student government. It has the power to carry out and fund research on university issues and has the
power to speak on the conclusions of the research as representatives of the undergraduate body. In representing the undergraduates I feel the Assembly should be composed of students who are receptive to the needs of the students and who are willing to
act as a voice for the students. I feel that qualified individuals should be elected to fill in the positions that are left vacant. If I am elected I will do my best to fulfill
the expectations of the Class of '79. Help me help you by voting for Darlene Fifer on October 8th and 9th.

33 Stephen Nelson
The Undergraduate Assembly must not alienate itself from the student body and
make decisions on its behalf. Present lines of communication must be
reinforced and new lines formed. Proposals which I shall attempt to introduce, if
selected, include:
1. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
increase student awareness.
2. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
improve the problems that freshmen might run into in subsequent years.
3. Minutes of Undergraduate Assembly meetings be freely distributed to
inform freshmen of the presence, purpose, and procedures of the Undergraduate Assembly through information given in the Freshman
Welcoming Packet.
4. All Assembly Committees be required to record minutes which would become
readily available. Had this proposal been in practice last year the calendar crisis
might have been averted.
5. For the Undergraduate Assembly to be accountable it must have dedicated
members willing to keep in constant communication with their constituents. I will
hold group discussions, take polls, and give myself to the utmost to insure that the Freshman voice be heard in the Undergraduate Assembly.

34 Ronald M. Saunders, Jr.
Some of you reading this statement will or will not recognize my name. To start
well, I consider participation in high school politics prevalent in comparison to
college politics. The reason that college politics are totally different, more
important and more complex than high school politics,
I want to be in contact with the freshmen class so I can get suggestions from
them on topics that they want brought up before the Assembly. I also want to
improve the problems that freshmen might run into in subsequent years.

35 Arthur Kravitz
Judging freshman conditions is always difficult because the specific issues are
not always clear either to the candidates or to the voters. Under these
circumstances my candidacy will stand for broad issues. I see that over the years we have lost control over our education, and the policies of the
university. The campus administration has made independent decisions concerning tuition hikes, calendar changes, and structural reorganization without
consulting the very students affected by those changes. We are left to "grin and
bear it," I can no longer watch this happen.

36 Bernhard David
We are a group of people in new surroundings, constantly finding out more about
the workings of Penn. As we understand Penn better, we question anything that
may appear to be unreasonable and wonder how to change it.
The most effective channel for us is to use correct campus-oriented grievances to
the Undergraduate Assembly as a means of bettering the university. The most
important part of the Assembly, though, is its input. Today and tomorrow many people will be elected to serve you as between you and Penn's administration.

What type of people do you wish to represent on your Assembly? I want someone who will
be receptive to you and your ideas (I live at New Harmon Dorm. Stop by any
time), and who will consider both sides of the situation and then consider
itself only one side.
I feel I am qualified for the job. If I am elected I will do my best to fulfill
the expectations of the Class of '79. Help me help you by voting for Darlene Fifer on October 8th and 9th.
D-Back Buddies Santacroce, Leonetti Making Enemies of Foes’ Receivers

By DAVID UNGER

Report: Penn football 1972-73
Topic: Defensive Secondary

Immediate Fullback to Topic: What defensive secondary?

Ask Quaker gridironer to single out the weak point of last the three Penn opponents, and nine of the 12 would respond, “Oh, that secondary.”

Well, Penn football's 1972-73 version is one of those first two teams, hasBeen here's the story of Penn's new Penn's new defensive secondary.

But overlooked by this year's defensive coordinator is Adolph Bellizarei,

It was a year ago to the week that both gridironers made their playing debut on the Penn scene. As milestones for the then-junior, now-senior Frank McCormich and the now-vanished Don Page during the Red and Blue's 14-9 win over Cornell.

Here Santacroce followed in the run of his predeces
sor, Junior Caruso, as part of the defensive backfield.

Santacroce, on the other hand, didn't in

Brown i were running a lot of wide plays, where the defensive backs come up to

DONT GET FRESH WITH US-Two of Penn's massive freshmen linemen prove

D-Back Buddies Santacroce, Leonetti, Currently in action, Boston University's John Pizziro and Harvard's Ken Crockett. "Any of the six can start." Gaumer

Santacroce. Jim Griffin and Jeff Koury that I really believe in. When you're confident that you're going to start, you play better. But after those glorious moments, it was pretty much back to the bench for the Quaker duo.

"I thought I should have started from the very beginning," commented Leonetti. But I had been hurt earlier and the coach might have felt I wasn't ready. That'll all come in the next year, when Santacroce. The pendulum of Santacroce's sentinels was state defense.

A chime, "bonch. Hell. Tight end Leonetti. "In the coach's eyes, they're different. Santacroce is a bit faster than Leonetti. He's been in the secondary a' little longer time. He's more mature.

We're more aggressive and our ability to read has been better. He's been through all these games, whereas a younger Santacroce was more concerned with the movement of the ball." Santacroce added, "The two teams we've played so far this season (Lehigh and Harvard) were running a lot of wide plays, where the defensive backs come up to the end, they'll fall apart. We never really bad they fall apart. We never really

"We had pretty good coverage in the secondary,

"Last week against Lehigh, we were running a lot of wide plays, where the defensive backs come up to

WAITING FOR GRID DEBUT

Fellow Buddies Santacroce's and Leonetti's, the second-year men, have been two of a team of three defensive backs who have helped mold 6 points in back-to-back losses to Holy Cross and Yale.

In Tuesday night's match of the senior ranking backsman of Santa Fe Santacroce and centerback Bruce Leonetti, who currently coach was no different. But overlooked by this year's defensive coordinator is Adolph Bellizarei.

It was a year ago to the week that both gridironers made their playing debut on the Penn scene. As milestones for the then-junior, now-senior Frank McCormich and the now-vanished Don Page during the Red and Blue's 14-9 win over Cornell.
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A chime, "bonch. Hell. Tight end Leonetti. "In the coach's eyes, they're different. Santacroce is a bit faster than Leonetti. He's been in the secondary a' little longer time. He's more mature.

We're more aggressive and our ability to read has been better. He's been through all these games, whereas a younger Santacroce was more concerned with the movement of the ball." Santacroce added, "The two teams we've played so far this season (Lehigh and Harvard) were running a lot of wide plays, where the defensive backs come up to the end, they'll fall apart. We never really
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